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	Virtual Reality: Simulating and Enhancing the World With Computers (Science and Technology in Focus), 9780816046867 (0816046867), Facts on File, 2003
Virtual reality, a term coined by computer programmer Jaron Lanier in 1988, has been used to describe a variety of methods for turning computers into something other than glorified typewriters. The phrase conjures up images of people plugging into their computers with display goggles and interactive controllers that allow them to experience and move within artificial environments in ways similar to—or utterly different than—those of the real world.

As Lanier originally meant it, and as many people understood it, the term VR is a shorthand way of referring to a combination of highspeed computers, advanced programming techniques, and interactive devices designed to make computer users feel they have stepped into another world—a world constructed of computer data. There even is a form of Web-based virtual reality that has been around, in one form or another, since the mid-1990s—VRML, the Virtual Reality Modeling Language that allows Web surfers to manipulate three-dimensional objects or move through on-screen worlds with mouse, trackball, or joystick. Over a brief time, though, other people began using the terms virtual reality and VR for just about every type of computerized presentation of data, including text-only multiple-user dungeons, or MUDS, and the chat rooms of the World Wide Web.
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Voice over IP FundamentalsCisco Press, 2000
A systematic approach to understanding the basics of Voice over IP

* Understand the basics of PSTN services and IP signaling protocols, including SS7
* Learn how VoIP can run the same applications as the existing telephony system, but in a more cost-efficient and scalable manner
* Delve into such VoIP topics as jitter, latency,...


		

Oracle DBA Scripting Quick ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
The fast, practical Oracle 9i/10g automation reference for every DBA!

Automate Oracle—and save your time for more important tasks! This is the Oracle automation reference every working Oracle DBA needs...concise, straightforward, and incredibly easy to use. Discover proven solutions for automating...


		

Sustainable Meat Production and ProcessingAcademic Press, 2018

	
		Sustainable Meat Production and Processing presents current solutions to promote industrial sustainability and best practices in meat production, from postharvest to consumption. The book acts as a guide for meat and animal scientists, technologists, engineers, professionals and producers. The 12 most trending topics of...






	

Progress in Pattern Recognition, Image Analysis, Computer Vision, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	Pattern recognition is a central topic in contemporary computer sciences, with continuously evolving topics, challenges, and methods, including machine learning, content-based image retrieval, and model- and knowledge-based approaches, just to name a few. The Iberoamerican Congress on Pattern Recognition (CIARP) has become established as a...


		

Running LinuxO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Once a little-known productivity boost for personal computers, Linux is now becoming a central part of computing environments everywhere. This operating system now serves as corporate hubs, Web servers, academic research platforms, and program development systems. All along it's also managed to keep its original role as an...



		

Hands-On Dark Web Analysis: Learn what goes on in the Dark Web, and how to work with itPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Understanding the concept Dark Web and Dark Net to utilize it for effective cybersecurity

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the concept of Dark Net and Deep Web
	
			Use Tor to extract data and maintain anonymity
	
			Develop a security framework using Deep web evidences
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